
How to Select  
the Right Trade Show Display 

 
"

Pat’s	  Top	  Picks	  of	  	  
Customizable	  Solu6ons	  









SignLine Swift Banner Stand 
Budget: $1,500 - $2,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Converts from a table top to a floor model!
•  Combine 3 units to create a high impact  

graphic backwall.!
•  Graphics simply roll up and retract!
•  Easily transportable by car or conveniently  

ships by UPS or FedEx in single case!
•  Delivered with two built-in roller cartridges.   

Add a second graphic for a double  
sided presentation !

•  2-Year Warranty!
 !
Set of 3 SignLine Swift Banner Stands  
in Carry Bags: $1,545 !
 !
Popular Add-Ons: !
•  SignLine Halogen Lights: $150 each !
!



XPlus Fabric Pop-Ups 
Budget: $1,500 - $2,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Tailor-made, durable stretch fabric graphic!
•  No assembly required, just pop it open  !
•  Carry or ship UPS or FedEx in a single case!
•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
  !
7’ XPlus in a Carry Bag: $1,945!
 !



FabriMural Fabric Pop-Ups 
Budget: $1,500 - $2,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Tailor-made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  No assembly required, just pop it open  !
•  Carry or ship UPS or FedEx in a single case!
•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
 !
8’ FabriMural in a Carry Bag: $2,190!
8’ FabriMural in a Rolluxe Case: $2,415!
!
Popular Add-Ons: "
•  Set of two Halogen Lights: $300!

!



Instand Classic Pop-Ups  
Budget: $2,500 - $3,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  BIG graphic impact!
•  Seamless self-aligning panels !
•  Fastest tool-free set-up!
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx and as  

airline baggage!
•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!
 !
10’ Instand Classic Mural Pop-Up with Halogen Light !
Set in Two Rolluxe Cases: $3,425!
 !



Instand Pop-Up w/ Mounted Accessories   
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  BIG graphic impact !
•  Fast and easy set-up!
•  High style accessories attach directly 

to frame!
!• profile headers!
!• monitors!
!• acrylic shelves!
!• cable suspended signage!
!• ..and more!

•  Ships UPS or FedEx and as  
airline baggage!

•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
 !
10’ Instand Classic Mural Pop-Up with Halogen Light !
Set in Two Rolluxe Cases  and Accessories as Shown!
in ShowMate Case: $5,080!
!

 !

!
 !



Instand Plus Pop-Ups  
Budget: $2,500 - $3,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  BIG graphic impact !
•  Seamless self-aligning panels !
•  Fastest tool-free set-up without  

stabilizing feet!
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx and as  

airline baggage!
•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!

 !
10’ Instand Plus Mural Pop-Up with Halogen  
Light Set in Two Rolluxe Cases: $3,225!
 !



Instand Pop-Up with Mini Foundation  
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  BIG graphic impact !
•  Seamless self-aligning panels !
•  Fastest tool-free set-up without  

stabilizing feet!
•  Modular accessories attach to 

 independent extrusion !
!• dimensional signage!
!• table holders!
!• large monitors!
!• acrylic shelves!
!• literature holders!

•  Ships UPS or FedEx and as  
airline baggage!

•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
 !

10’ Instand Plus Mural Pop Up with Halogen  
Light Set in Two Rolluxe Cases with Accessories as !
Shown and One ShowMate Case: $4,712!
 !

!
 !



Why exhibitors love it:!
•  BIG graphic impact !
•  Fast and easy set-up!
•  Interchangeable accessories attach  

to Foundation riser’s built-in front rail!
!• tiered product shelving!
!• literature holders!
!• dimensional signage!
!• integrated backlit counter!

•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  “No Questions Asked” Lifetime Warranty!
 !
10’ Instand Classic Mural Pop-Up with Halogen !
Light Set in Two Rolluxe Cases and Accessories !
as Shown in Two ShowMate Cases: $8,165!

!
 !

Instand Mural Pop-Up with Foundation 
Budget: $5,500 +"



Basic HangTen Fabric Display  
Budget: $2,500 - $3,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  transforms into a kiosk and table top to  

serve different venues !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!
!
8’/10’ Original HangTen with Halogen Light Set!
In FlatPack 300 Case: $3,353!
!
 Popular Add-Ons: "
Dye Sub HangTen Kiosk Panel $475!
Dye Sub HangTen Table Top panel $238!
!
!

!



HangTen Fabric Display with Accessories  
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Tailor made, durable stretch fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Elegant accessories mount directly to  

hidden extrusion!
!• monitors!
!• integrated pedestals!
!• dimensional signage!
!• headers!
!• slatwall product displays!
!• integrated lockable counters!

•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Lifetime Warranty!
!
8’/10’ Original HangTen with Halogen Light Set !
and Accessories as Shown in FlatPack 300 !
Case: $4,448!

 !



HangTen Fabric Display with Accessories     
Budget: $5,500 +"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  Kiosk hardware converts to table top !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!

 !
10’ HangTen System with !
Halogen Light Set and!
Accessories as Shown!
in FlatPack 300 Case: $5,385!



Basic Inspire Fabric Display 
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Versatile modular starter system  !
•  Convertible canopy creates 4 striking                             

display designs!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!

!
8’/10’ Inspire Fabric Display with Curved Canopy !
in a FlatPack 300 Case: $4,293!
!
!
!

!



Basic Inspire Fabric Display 
Budget: $4,000 - $5,000"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Versatile modular starter system  !
•  Convertible canopy creates 4 striking                             

display designs!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!

!
8’/10’ Inspire Fabric Display with Curved Canopy !
in a FlatPack 300 Case: $4,293!
!
!

!



Basic Inspire Fabric Display 
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Versatile modular starter system  !
•  Convertible canopy creates 4 striking                             

display designs!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!

!
8’/10’ Inspire Fabric Display with Curved Canopy !
in a FlatPack 300 Case: $4,293!
!
!

!



Basic Inspire Fabric Display 
Budget: $4,000 - $5,500"

Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Versatile modular starter system  !
•  Convertible canopy creates 4 striking                             

display designs!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Multiple options for future add-ons  

and upgrades!
•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
•  Connect two displays to form a 20’!

!
8’/10’ Inspire Fabric Display with Curved Canopy !
in a FlatPack 300 Case: $4,293!
!
!
!

!



Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Convertible canopy creates 4 striking  

display designs!
•  Tailor made, durable tension fabric graphic!
•  10’  hardware transforms into a kiosk and  

table top to serve different venues !
•  Mix and match interchangeable accessories   

that mount to aluminum extrusions!
!• monitors!
!• pedestal shelves!
!• headers!
!• dimensional signage!
!• tablet holders!
!• literature holders!

•  Ships UPS or FedEx!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!

 8’/10’ Inspire Fabric Display with Curved Canopy !
and Accessories as Shown in a FlatPack 300 Case:!
 $6,078!
!
 !

Inspire Fabric System with Accessories  
Budget: $5,500 +"



Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Award-winning modular designs!
•  One-of-a-kind solutions that  

integrate Nomadic product lines!
•  Easy to set up and ship!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty!
 !
DesignLine custom solution as Shown: $6,903!

 !

DesignLine Custom Displays and Exhibits 
Budget: $6,500 +"



Why exhibitors love it:!
•  Award-winning modular designs!
•  One-of-a-kind solutions that integrate  

Nomadic product lines!
•  Easy to set up and ship!
•  Best-in-Class Lifetime Warranty !
 !
DesignLine custom solution as Shown: $8,147!

 !

DesignLine Custom Displays and Exhibits 
Budget: $6,500 +"



 
Click here to request a design 
quote specific to your needs 

and budget 
"


